2021 Delmarvalous Collections Competition Winners

BEST IN SHOW

Best in Show: John Graham Black Duck collected by Hamilton B. Sullivan
Second in Show: Ward Brothers’ Goose Decoy collected by Rod Benjamin
Third in Show: Holly Family Wigeon Decoy collected by C. John Sullivan

Best in Category

Best Capt. Josiah “Joe” Travers Decoy
Best in Category: Mallard collected by Rod Benjamin
Second in Category: Goose collected by Rod Benjamin
Third in Category: Canvasback Pair collected by David B. Farrow

Best Cockey Family Decoy
Best in Category: Pintail collected by Ronnie & Kim Newcomb
Second in Category: Bluebill Drake collected by David B. Farrow
Third in Category: Mallard collected by Ronnie & Kim Newcomb

Best Ed Parsons Decoy
Best in Category: Canvasback Pair collected by Ronnie & Kim Newcomb
Second in Category: Canvasback collected by Rod Benjamin

Best Holly Family Decoy
Best in Category: Wigeon collected by C. John Sullivan
Second in Category: Canvasback collected by Rod Benjamin

Best John Graham Decoy
Best in Category: Black Duck collected by Hamilton B. Sullivan
Second in Category: Canvasback collected by C. John Sullivan
Third in Category: Teal collected by C. John Sullivan

Best Miles Hancock Decoy
Best in Category: Pair of Blue Bills collected by Bill Hall
Second in Category: Canvasback collected by Larry Beauchamp
Third in Category: Goose collected by Rod Benjamin
2021 Delmarvalous Collections Competition Winners

**Oliver “Tuts” Lawson: Decorative Decoy**
Best in Category: Goose collected by Rod Benjamin

**Oliver “Tuts” Lawson: Gunning Decoy**
Best in Category: Pair of Baldpates collected by Larry Beauchamp

**Oliver “Tuts” Lawson: Miniatures**
Best in Category: Miniature Swan collected by Larry Beauchamp

**Ward Brothers Decoy**
Best in Category: Goose collected by Rod Benjamin